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The web industry has been constantly evolving since it first came into the picture. It has turned out
to be so lucrative for everyone that almost every person now dreams of becoming a part of it. The
internet industry has seen not one but quite a few changes and the most noticeable have been in
the field of web hosting. The hosting industry has developed considerably in the past few years as
the demand of having a website has sky-rocketed. The most noticeable change that has happened
in the website hosting area is the emergence of Reseller Hosting business. If this is the first time
you are coming across this term, let me provide you with an insight on this business.

This reseller business has primarily attracted budding new entrepreneurs of the web industry. In this
form of web hosting the user has the liberty to use his share of server space and bandwidth to host
websites for others. Basically a reseller has the authority to further segregate his allocated disk
space and resell it to others. This way a reseller can himself become a small Web Hosting Service
Provider. In order to become a reseller of web hosting services the user first needs to locate a web
hosting company that provides reseller web hosting plans to its customers.

Reseller Hosting business does not need the reseller to have an in-depth knowledge of the of web
hosting field. All the technical aspects of the hosting are usually taken care by the main web hosting
company. The web host from whom the user buys the hosting package is the main party that is in
charge for managing the network infrastructure and the web servers.

In order to successfully run this business a reseller basically needs to have a good marketing
strategy, so that he can target a larger audience. Along with that he also needs to make sure that
the main Web Hosting Service Provider is a reputed organization and is known for offering high-
quality services. As the reseller will resell hosting solutions offered by a primary web host, it is very
necessary that he picks a service provider that offers the highest uptime assurance. Usually it is not
very easy to start-up with a Web Hosting Company in India, but with the emergence of hosting
reseller business it has now become comparatively easier for an entrepreneur to set up this
business.
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